Discovery Trains

Trips by train as a way to decarbonise tourism mobility
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1. Discovery Trains: facts and figures

- train journeys all over the world
- since 2007
- team of 4 train fans
- French clients
- open to international offers
- >70 programmes in >35 countries
2. Our current offer

- Top 3: Switzerland, Italy and Portugal
- Domestic and international train connections
- Public transport for city transfer
- Walking guided tours
- Railway passes (Interrail, Britrail, Swiss Pass, etc.)
- Direct flights
- Airline companies with CO2 emissions reduction strategy
3. Our projects

- Nordic countries (Norway, Sweden, Finland), USA, Canada
- French domestic train offer
- Eco label hotels & transfers
- Homestay accommodation & meals
- Partnership with railway associations
- Assistance to organisations helping local communities
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